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Preparing wedding photographers to navigateÃ‚Â these once-in-a-lifetime events, this resource

acknowledges the highly emotional clients, shifts in natural lighting, and changes in location that

come with the territory. Showcasing countless techniques for shooting with flash by itself, ambient

light alone, or a combination of the two, the chapters provide elegant solutions to an array of

potential lighting challenges that can surface on the wedding day. Postproduction remedies using

Adobe Camera Raw are also included for those occasions when initial exposures prove insufficient.

From selecting the right equipment for a versatile yet streamlined wedding-day kit to making smart

adjustments to settings, all bases are covered. Numerous before-and-after images are explored,

demonstrating common errors and how to avoid them. A wide variety of practical examples from

real weddings round out the book, guiding a tour through challenging scenarios, illustrating the

remedies devised, and explaining how they were quickly implemented in order to produce

successful portraits.
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Mark Chen is a photographer, an Adobe Certified Photoshop Instructor, and the owner of Mark

Chen Photography. He teaches Photoshop at Houston Baptist University and Houston Community

College and tours the nation giving Photoshop training sessions. He is the author of "Creative

Wedding Album Design with Adobe Photoshop" and "Unleashing the Raw Power of Adobe Camera



Raw." He lives in Houston, Texas.

I didn't find this book written well at all. The topics are bang on - and what I was hoping to get a lot

out off, but the content is weak at best. The author has a light for water metaphor - perhaps ok, if

you're starting into photography, but did not resonate with me at all. He carries this metaphore

throughout the book. The starting rule is to work your shots around Aperture mode only. I'm a

manual shooter - and this seemed overly laborious to work in Aperture only and to tweak setting s to

fit this mode (e.g. set flash to Slow sync to drag in ambient light).I'm sure the author is a terrific

photographer, but this book just didn't work for me.If I could return this, I would. I have found way

better, more current material out there.

As a semi-professional photographer I am always looking for new and better information concerning

photography knowledge and techniques. Not all books are created equal, but each one has

practical information that will improve your photography.

With the explosion of books on the subject of small flash and lighting on locations (stobist style) it

was good to see a book coaver the basics as Mark as done here. We must remember however that

many photographers are at a different point on the path in this journey. Now with that said if you are

just getting started or you feel you need a little bit better understanding of what Ambient lighting and

how to control it and mixing this with flash then Mark's book is for you. Some photographers will pick

up a book looking the magic bullet. Take Mark's book and read and pracice a chapeter at at time. A

good house is built on a solid foundation and Mark can help you get the photo house on Solid Flash

and Lighting.

I did not like this book. The analogies such as the water bucket repeated ad naseum were lame and

many of the stated facts were merely opinions. In addition, the book was poorly written and

organized. It seemed like more of a vanity project rather than an attempt to convey true and useful

knowledge.

Like the previous reviewer, I thought originally that this book was great for beginners, and I thought

maybe I was a little beyond it. But then I found myself in a situation where there were no options for

creating beautiful lighting. Having said that, I don't know if there is a solution to the bad light

situation I was in, but I did think of some of Chen's tricks. The subtitle is "Creating Memorable



Images in Challenging Environments", and Chen provides a lot of that. There are beautiful images

throughout, but most of the shots were challenging scenarios that he made the best of.There is

great info for beginners here too. He uses some metaphorical imagery to illustrate the relationship

between several interacting elements when using flash. Many people might find these helpful in

what otherwise could remain a fairly abstract concept.Now I need to go edit those photos from last

night and see if they are salvageable. Luckily, the few in question can be reshot if need be. I'm

gonna grab Cheng's book on Camera Raw and get to work.

Mark Chen is a great photographer. I have read all but one of his books, Flash and Ambient

Lighting, Adobe Camera Raw and Professional HDR Photography. They are all great reads with

great illustrate with beautiful lighting and images.
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